Mutational fitness effects in RNA and single-stranded DNA viruses: common patterns revealed by site-directed mutagenesis studies
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The fitness effects of mutations are central to evolution, yet have begun to be characterized in detail only recently. Site-directed mutagenesis is a powerful tool for achieving this goal, which is particularly suited for viruses because of their small genomes. Here, I discuss the evolutionary relevance of mutational fitness effects and critically review previous site-directed mutagenesis studies. The effects of single-nucleotide substitutions are standardized and compared for five RNA or single-stranded DNA viruses infecting bacteria, plants or animals. All viruses examined show very low tolerance to mutation when compared with cellular organisms. Moreover, for non-lethal mutations, the mean fitness reduction caused by single mutations is remarkably constant (0.10–0.13), whereas the fraction of lethals varies only modestly (0.20–0.41). Other summary statistics are provided. These generalizations about the distribution of mutational fitness effects can help us to better understand the evolution of RNA and single-stranded DNA viruses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary biologists have long sought for a detailed knowledge of the fitness effects of mutations. Basic questions related to this topic are, for instance, how many spontaneous mutations are selectively neutral, deleterious and beneficial, whether mutations of small effect are more abundant than those of large effect, or whether mutations have similar effects across genetic backgrounds, environments and species. Mutational fitness effects (MFE) can be quantified using the selection coefficient of single mutants, that is, their fitness relative to a common reference genotype, as estimated from progeny sizes, growth rates or related quantities. Therefore, the above questions could be addressed by inferring experimentally the statistical properties of the selection coefficient, such as its mean and variance and, whenever possible, its full statistical distribution. Site-directed mutagenesis offers us a powerful tool for achieving this goal. Moreover, it can be implemented with relative ease in viruses with small genomes, including most RNA viruses and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses. Here, I review previous contributions and present the data in a standardized manner in order to facilitate the comparison between viruses and evolutionary model testing. First, I outline the relevance of MFE in general. Then, I summarize the basic aspects of the site-directed mutagenesis technique and collect data obtained using this methodology. This leads me to suggest that MFE behave similarly across the viruses studied so far. Finally, I discuss the implications for the evolution of RNA and ssDNA viruses.

The selection coefficient is, together with other parameters such as the mutation rate, the effective population size, the epistasis coefficient or the recombination rate, central to evolutionary theory. Several examples can be given. First, the population genetic dynamics of a given allele depends on the relative strength of random genetic drift and natural selection. As a rule of thumb, if the product of the effective population size and the selection coefficient exceeds one, selection will be the dominant force, whereas drift will be dominant otherwise (Kimura 1983; Ohta 1992). Second, the Haldane-Müller principle establishes that the mean fitness of a population strictly depends on the deleterious mutation rate (Haldane 1937; Muller 1950), but in order to apply this principle from the available information on total mutation rates (Drake et al. 1998), it is necessary to know the fraction of neutral mutations, which implies having some information about the distribution of MFE. Third, according to Muller’s ratchet model, fitness declines in finite asexual populations at a rate determined by the selection coefficient and the
that carry the desired mutation (figure 1). Third, the mutation rate (Muller 1964; Haigh 1978). Fourth, the expected genome mutation frequency at the mutation–selection balance is inversely proportional to the harmonic mean of the selection coefficient (Orr 2000), which could be obtained directly from the distribution of MFE. Finally, the mutation rate that maximizes the long-term adaptation depends directly on the selection coefficient, at least in asexuals (Orr 2000; Johnson & Barton 2002).

The fact that most mutations are neutral or deleterious may lead us to conclude precipitously that the fitness effects of random mutations are not relevant to adaptation. However, this view is incorrect because the fixation probability of a beneficial mutation will depend on the genetic background or the environment. For instance, if a beneficial mutation is linked to other, deleterious mutations, it will go extinct as long as the combined effect is deleterious or, alternatively, the latter may be driven to fixation through genetic hitchhiking (Smith & Haigh 1974). Therefore, knowledge of the distribution of MFE helps us to better predict the fate of beneficial mutations. Also, at least in some situations, beneficial and deleterious mutations may be viewed as the two sides of the same coin. Deleterious mutations can become fixed during population bottlenecks and then revert to the wild-type or be compensated by secondary mutations during a subsequent population expansion. This demographic alternation is typical of pathogens experiencing strong transmission bottlenecks followed by rapid growth. The strength of selection during the growth phase will be determined by the effects of the deleterious mutations fixed by the bottleneck. Similarly, host-shift mutations may be costly in the original host (Ferris et al. 2007), and immune-escape mutations critical for virus survival in one individual may become detrimental for the virus in another individual host (Davenport et al. 2008). Therefore, random mutations, be they neutral or deleterious, are clearly relevant to adaptation.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Site-directed mutagenesis

A major problem limiting our ability to study MFE is the bias in mutation sampling owing to selection. In addition to removing this bias, it would be good to know precisely the type and the location of each mutation examined, and to avoid over-representation of large deletions or insertions such as, for instance, use of the above-mentioned control primers, which do not carry any mutations, instead of the non-desired mutations, the template DNA should be as clonal as possible. This is not a concern in the case of RNA viruses because the template is a cDNA clone but, for DNA viruses, the template DNA should be preferably isolated from a plaque-purified virus to increase its sequence homogeneity. Also, using a high-fidelity DNA polymerase is critical. Typically, the error rate of these enzymes is 10^{-6} per base per round of copying or lower, as provided by the manufacturers (New England Biolabs, Stratagene and others). Hence, for a linearly amplified DNA and a genome size of 10^4 bases, the fraction of molecules carrying additional mutations should not exceed 1 per cent, although this fraction might be larger if the PCR method is used.

To measure the amplification error, it is possible to verify mutation uniqueness by hybridizing the DNA of the mutant and the reference genotype and digesting the heteroduplex with an enzyme that recognizes point mismatches, such as DNA endonuclease S. This method was used to show that more than 95 per cent of the clones obtained by site-directed mutagenesis were actually single-nucleotide mutants in a study with tobacco etch virus (TEV; Carrasco et al. 2007). However, the presence of additional mutations in the engineered clones is not the only source of error. In principle, compensatory mutations may arise early in the fitness assays, leading to underestimation of MFE, but this is unlikely in the short term. More importantly, experimental error in fitness assays adds variance to the observed distribution of MFE. To remove this component, we can carry out experiments in which the whole procedure is repeated using control primers, which do not carry any mutations, instead of the mutagenesis primers. Fitness assays of a set of independent controls will provide baseline values for the average selection coefficient and its variance (Domingo-Calap et al. 2009), or even an entire ‘blank distribution’. Using appropriate statistical tools, it is then possible to infer a distribution of MFE free of experimental error (Peris et al. in preparation).

One advantage of site-directed mutagenesis is that it allows us to determine the fraction of lethal mutations. These mutations typically show up as repeated failures in transfection assays. Appropriate control assays as, for instance, use of the above-mentioned control primers, are needed to ensure that our inability to recover viruses is because of the presence of the engineered mutation and not a consequence of experiment failures (figure 1b).

(b) Fitness: definitions and assays

In order to make quantitative studies on MFE meaningful, the fitness definition used in each particular study has to be stated explicitly and the information for converting units provided. The fitness of a viable
The mutated residue is indicated with a white dot. Cloning and purification, eventually followed by genome amplification using adjacent divergent primers (PCR) or complementary primers (non-PCR, linear amplification), are required for eukaryotic viruses, whereas for phages the mutagenesis product can be directly used to transfect bacteria. Sequencing is needed at some point (preferably after virus recovery) to verify the presence of the mutation. (b) Typical lethality tests for phage \( \Phi X174 \). Left picture: agarose gel electrophoresis of several PCR mutagenesis reactions. The upper band corresponds to the viral genome in linear form. The genome position and nucleotide substitution of each mutant are shown above. The two numbers below each mutation label correspond to the number of plaques obtained in transfection assays for the real mutagenesis (left) and a control reaction using non-mutagenic but otherwise identical primers (right). In this particular test, all mutations expect A402T were confirmed to be lethal. Right picture: typical aspect of \( E. coli \) lawns transfected with the real versus control mutagenesis reactions.
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**Figure 1.** Diagram showing different steps of the site-directed mutagenesis protocol for RNA or ssDNA viruses. (a) The viral genome can be amplified using adjacent divergent primers (PCR) or complementary primers (non-PCR, linear amplification). The mutated residue is indicated with a white dot. Cloning and purification, eventually followed by in vitro transcription, are required for eukaryotic viruses, whereas for phages the mutagenesis product can be directly used to transfect bacteria. Sequencing is needed at some point (preferably after virus recovery) to verify the presence of the mutation. (b) Typical lethality tests for phage \( \Phi X174 \). Left picture: agarose gel electrophoresis of several PCR mutagenesis reactions. The upper band corresponds to the viral genome in linear form. The genome position and nucleotide substitution of each mutant are shown above. The two numbers below each mutation label correspond to the number of plaques obtained in transfection assays for the real mutagenesis (left) and a control reaction using non-mutagenic but otherwise identical primers (right). In this particular test, all mutations expect A402T were confirmed to be lethal. Right picture: typical aspect of \( E. coli \) lawns transfected with the real versus control mutagenesis reactions.

mutant in a given environment can be measured by head-to-head assays against the reference virus or by performing growth assays of each virus in parallel. The first approach is more accurate because it relies less on the reproductibility of the assay but requires using a neutral phenotypic or genotypic marker to differentiate the two types of virus. Also, fitness can be measured during the exponential growth phase or throughout the entire course of an infection. The latter is more general but the former has the advantage of focusing on a well-defined fitness component, the exponential growth rate \( r_i \), which is especially important for fast-growing systems such as viruses.

The selection coefficient, \( s_i \), is the quantity that allows us to predict changes in genotype frequencies under the action of selection. It can be defined as the relative fitness \( (W_{i0}) \) minus one, i.e. \( s_i = W_{i0} - 1 = W_i/W_0 - 1 \), where \( W_i \) and \( W_0 \) are the absolute fitness values of genotype \( i \) and the reference \( (\text{or wild-type}) \) genotype, respectively. Hence, \( s_i = 0 \) for neutral mutations, \( s_i < 0 \) for deleterious mutations \( (s_i = -1 \) for lethals\( ) \), and \( s_i > 0 \) for beneficial mutations. In experimental studies, relative fitness has been defined in different ways depending on convenience. For instance, we can use the progeny size per individual per hour divided by that of the reference genotype, \( W_{i0} = (e^{r_i} - 1)/(e^{r_0} - 1) \). Here, the \(-1 \) term subtracts the parent virus, which means that this is a discrete-time definition (non-overlapping generations). Under a continuous-time model, we would have \( W_{i0} = e^{(r_i-r_0)} \) and \( s_i = r_i - r_0 \). The two definitions converge when \( r \)-values are large (which is not always the case). A problem of the earlier two definitions, however, is that they depend on absolute time units, complicating the comparison between viruses with very different growth rates. To avoid this problem, we can define \( W_{i0} = r_i/r_0 \) and \( s_i = r_i/r_0 - 1 \) (notice that this is equivalent to scaling \( x \) by dividing it by \( r_0 \) in the continuous-time model). Finally, a biologically meaningful definition of relative fitness is the number of progeny per individual per viral generation relative to the reference virus. If we call \( K \) the progeny size of the reference virus, \( W_0 = K - 1 \) for non-overlapping generations. Since under exponential growth, the population grows as \( N_t = N_0 e^{rt} \), the time required for the reference virus to reach \( N_t = K \) starting from one parent is \( \tau = \log K / r_0 \) (generation time). After this time, a single parent of genotype \( i \) will reach a population size of \( e^{(r_i-r_0)\tau} = K^{s_i} \). Hence, the relative fitness per generation is \( W_{i0} = (K^{s_i} - 1)/(K - 1) \), and the corresponding selection coefficient is still \( s_i = W_{i0} - 1 \). In the continuous-time model, the equivalent definition is \( W_{i0} = K^{s_i} - 1 \) and \( s_i = (r_i - r_0) \log K / r_0 \) (notice that here...
the generation time is used to scale \( s \). Defining a viral generation is not straightforward, but the usual convention is to use the cell infection cycle. Then, \( K \) is the burst size or viral yield per infected cell.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Datasets

I review data from published studies in which MFE were characterized by site-directed mutagenesis in vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV; Sanjuán et al. 2004a), TEV (Carrasco et al. 2007) and the bacteriophages \( \Phi X174 \) and Q\( B \) (Domingo-Calap et al. 2009). Preliminary data of an unpublished study with bacteriophage F1 are also presented (Peris et al. in preparation). An HIV-1 dataset (van Opijnen et al. 2004) that to standardize the results, I use the interesting test of genotype-environment interactions. To establish any meaningful comparison between the single-mutants (15) belonging exclusively to a non-protein-coding region (however, this study is an interesting test of genotype-environment interactions). To standardize the results, I use the definitions \( W(\omega) = r_i / r_0 \) and \( s_i = r_i / r_0 - 1 \), as was also done in the VSV, Q\( B \), \( \Phi X174 \) and F1 studies. In the TEV study, relative fitness was defined as \( W(\omega) = (R(\omega)/R(\omega = 0))^{1/2} \), where \( R(\omega) \) is the relative amount of mutant \( i \) and the reference virus at time \( t \). The use of a different definition has to be addressed before establishing any meaningful comparison between the five viruses. As a rough approximation, the latter expression is equivalent to \( W(\omega) = e^{\omega r_i / r_0} \) if \( r_i \) and \( r_0 \) are defined as average growth rates. Hence, I applied the transformation \( x \rightarrow \log(x + r_0)/r_0 \) which gives us the growth rate ratio for \( x = e^{\omega r_i / r_0} \). I used \( r_0 = 3.3 \text{ d}^{-1} \), a value compatible with virus accumulation experimental data (S. F. Elena 2010, personal communication).

For readers interested in using alternative definitions, typical \( r_0 \) values are \( 0.8 \text{ h}^{-1} \), \( 3.6 \text{ h}^{-1} \), \( 10.0 \text{ h}^{-1} \) and \( 4.3 \text{ h}^{-1} \) for VSV, Q\( B \), \( \Phi X174 \) and F1, respectively. \( K \)-values were not determined in the above studies. However, roughly speaking, \( K \approx 100-1000 \) for VSV (Cuevas et al. 2005; Furió et al. 2005) and \( K \approx 100 \) for \( \Phi X174 \) (Denhardt & Silver 1966; De Paeppe & Taddei 2006). For leviviruses, \( K \approx 400-4000 \) (De Paeppe & Taddei 2006), whereas \( K \approx 3-6 \) for tobacco mosaic virus (Malpica et al. 2002), although this virus is phylogenetically unrelated to TEV. Finally, measuring \( K \) for F1 is problematic because it is not a lytic virus, but taking \( 1 \text{ h} \) as a reasonable generation time, we would have \( K = e^{0.1} \approx 100 \).

Table 1 shows the number of mutations tested in each study, the fraction of lethal mutations and several summary statistics of the selection coefficient for viable mutants. In all studies, mutations consisted of single-nucleotide substitutions located at random sites of the viral genome. Details about each dataset, including the fitness of each individual mutant, can be retrieved from the supplementary information files of the original publications. The procedures used for constructing mutants and assaying their fitness were generally similar but differed in some details. For instance, the PCR method was used for bacteriophages, whereas the non-PCR method was used for TEV and VSV. In all studies, a mutant was considered lethal if it reproducibly failed to transfect the host, and the possibility that this negative result was because of errors during transfection assays was ruled out. Failures in previous steps were also discarded in the case of phages \( \Phi X174 \) and F1 by running appropriate control mutagenesis reactions and, in the case of TEV, by checking the uniqueness of each mutation, but similar controls were not carried out in the VSV study. Finally, for TEV and phages, the natural hosts were used, whereas for VSV, fitness assays were carried out in cell cultures. Fitness assays also differed slightly. For the phages, the growth rate of the mutants and the reference virus was measured in parallel and during the exponential growth phase (1–3 h post-inoculation), whereas for TEV and VSV it was measured in a head-to-head competition against the reference virus. For TEV, the proportion of each virus was determined after the end of the exponential growth phase (7 days post-inoculation), whereas for VSV this was done during the exponential growth phase (10 h post-inoculation).

(b) Summary parameters

Comparison of the results obtained with the five viruses studied indicates that the fraction of lethals is always high, ranging from 0.20 to 0.41. This interval is not too wide if we take into account the diversity of this group of viruses, both in terms of genome organization (positive-stranded RNA, negative-stranded RNA or ssDNA) and host use (bacterium, plant or animal). The fraction of lethals is apparently higher in eukaryotic viruses than in phages, and higher in RNA viruses than in ssDNA viruses. However, methodological issues may partially explain this observation. For instance, as indicated above, lethality was less well-demonstrated in the VSV study. Focusing on viable mutations, the average \( s \) is remarkably constant across viruses, ranging from −0.103 to −0.132 (table 1). The variance also shows a relatively narrow range (0.018–0.047). All skewness values are negative and reasonably similar, except for TEV. This negative skewness reflects two very general properties of MFE, namely that mutations are much more often deleterious than beneficial and that mutations of mild effect are more likely than those of large effect (Eyre-Walker & Keightley 2007), as can be seen in figure 2. Departure of TEV from this rule is unlikely to reflect a biologically unique feature of this virus and is more probably owing to large measurement error. Supporting this possibility, mutants with \( s \)-values as high as +0.3 were found to be not significantly different from zero (Carrasco et al. 2007). Kurtosis, which measures the ‘peakedness’ of the distribution, is within the range 3–4 for VSV, \( \Phi X174 \) and F1 but is close to zero for TEV and Q\( B \). A positive kurtosis value (leptokurtosis) means that the probability density function has a heavier tail and more values near the mean than a Gaussian distribution. The lack of agreement between Q\( B \) and the first three viruses is because of the absence of highly deleterious \( s \)-values, i.e. those falling within the range of −0.8 to −0.5. Indeed, adding a single hypothetical datum within this range would make all Q\( B \) parameters shown in table 1 consistent with those of the
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VSV–F X174–F1 group. For instance, if we added the single observation \( s = 20.7 \), we would obtain \( 20.122, 0.029, 21.733 \) and \( 3.215 \) for the \( Q_b \) mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis, respectively. Given that data within this range are rare in all cases and that the \( Q_b \) dataset is comparatively small, it does not seem unlikely that the actual MFE distribution of \( Q_b \) is actually very close to those of VSV, F X174 and F1.

Figure 2. Observed MFE frequency histograms for four different RNA or ssDNA viruses. (a) VSV; (b) TEV; (c) Q\( b \); (d) F X174.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>virus</th>
<th>VSV</th>
<th>TEV</th>
<th>Q( b )</th>
<th>F X174</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>ss(–) RNA</td>
<td>ss(+) RNA</td>
<td>ss(+) RNA</td>
<td>ssDNA</td>
<td>ssDNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>host</td>
<td>animals</td>
<td>plants</td>
<td>bacteria</td>
<td>bacteria</td>
<td>bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample size</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraction of lethal mutations</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic mean( a )</td>
<td>-0.132</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variance( a )</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skewness( a )</td>
<td>-1.795</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>-1.167</td>
<td>-1.957</td>
<td>-1.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurtosis( a )</td>
<td>3.007</td>
<td>-0.382</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>4.022</td>
<td>3.165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a \)MFE for viable mutations only, measured as the growth rate ratio minus one.

For VSV, the best-fit was obtained using a compound log-normal plus uniform distribution, whereas among more usual models the log-normal performed best. The Weibull, beta, gamma and exponential distributions performed progressively worse but the squared correlation coefficient \( r^2 \) between the expected and observed cumulated probabilities was always higher than 0.95.

For TEV, using the original (untransformed) fitness values, it was found that the beta provided the best-fit, followed by the half-normal, the Weibull, the gamma, the normal, the log-normal, the exponential and the Pareto distributions, with \( r^2 > 0.91 \) in all cases. In the phage study, the only models tested were the exponential, the gamma and the beta and, among these, the exponential provided the best-fit for phage F X174, whereas the gamma performed best for phage Q\( b \), although \( r^2 > 0.96 \) in all cases.

An important limitation of using cumulative distribution functions for inferring probabilistic models is that the observations are not statistically independent, because the cumulated probability of a given observation depends on the other observations. To avoid this problem, one could fit probability density functions to the observed frequency histogram, but this would entail the problem of choosing the appropriate interval length for constructing the histogram. A better approach consists of estimating the maximum likelihood probability density function given the dataset.

A source of error comes from the fact that a fraction of the total variance is due to the measurement error,
as mentioned earlier. This becomes more obvious in the vicinity of \( s = 0 \), where some values larger than zero will not correspond to truly beneficial mutants but rather to neutral mutations or slightly deleterious effects measured with error. Since the probability distributions used are typically not defined on either side of zero, these values were removed from the analysis in the original articles, but this clearly introduces a bias. To address this problem, it is necessary to calibrate the measurement error first. Then, the probability density function used to model MFE can be convoluted with the error function and fit to the data by maximum likelihood including observations that fall out of the definition interval of the MFE probability model. This approach has been developed in the bacteriophage F1 study (Peris et al. in preparation). A re-analysis of all data using maximum likelihood and explicitly accounting for experimental error could be attempted in future work. This would help us to test alternative MFE models more rigorously.

**Evolutionary implications**

Considerable progress has been made recently in characterizing MFE in cellular organisms using different techniques (Eyre-Walker & Keightley 2007). For instance, it has been shown that, in *E. coli*, more than 90 per cent of single-gene knockout mutations are viable (Baba et al. 2006) and reduce fitness by 3 per cent or less on average (Elena et al. 1998) and that, in *Caenorhabditis elegans*, the effects of most nucleotide substitutions are nearly undetectable (Davies et al. 1999). It seems clear that most if not all RNA and ssDNA viruses are less robust to mutation than cellular organisms. In a previous survey, the median selection coefficient was found to be approximately 10-fold lower in the latter group (Elena et al. 2006), although the variety of techniques used makes it difficult to establish an accurate comparison. The most likely explanation for the strong MFE found in RNA and ssDNA viruses is that robustness mechanisms, such as alternative metabolic or regulatory pathways, genetic redundancy and modularity are absent from their simple and compact genomes, leading to extensive functional constraints (Holmes 2003; Elena et al. 2006; Belshaw et al. 2008). If genome complexity is a major determinant of mutational robustness, we should expect double-stranded DNA viruses with large genomes to show weaker MFE than RNA and ssDNA viruses. Although site-directed mutagenesis studies have not been undertaken with these viruses, a recent chemical mutagenesis study has revealed a remarkable ability to tolerate deleterious mutations in the bacteriophage T7 (Springman et al. 2009).

The low mutational robustness of RNA viruses and ssDNA viruses can help us to understand better some of their evolutionary properties. First, these viruses respond very rapidly to strong selective pressures such as those imposed by immune pressure or antiviral drugs (Domingo & Holland 1997; Holmes 2009). At least for RNA viruses, this is primarily because of their high per-base mutation rate, which is generally in the order of \( 10^{-6} \) to \( 10^{-4} \) substitutions per round of copying (Drake & Holland 1999). However, MFE are also important and, indeed, they are intricately correlated with mutation rates from an evolutionary standpoint. For instance, the mutation rate that maximizes adaptation depends on the balance between the benefits of generating adaptive mutations and the costs of increasing the mutational load, and these two terms are given by the distribution of MFE. Theory predicts that, neglecting recombination, the optimal rate is determined exclusively by the selection coefficient (Orr 2000; Johnson & Barton 2002), although it is unclear whether mutation rates can be optimized by natural selection (Clune et al. 2008). Conversely, for a given per-base mutation rate, the genome size cannot increase indefinitely because the mutational load would become too high (Eigen et al. 1988). This restriction also imposes a limit indirectly on mutational robustness, because redundancy and other mechanisms of robustness cannot be accommodated easily in very small genomes. The resulting low robustness may in turn favour high mutation rates, as explained above, hence potentially establishing a feedback, which might lead to an evolutionarily stable situation.

There are other reasons why MFE may explain the rapid response to selection shown by RNA viruses. As discussed above, strong selection against deleterious mutations can correlate with strong selection for beneficial mutations during evolutionary reversals. Also, the lack of buffering mechanisms might result in large phenotypic variation in general and strong selection for beneficial mutations (Lenski et al. 2006; Frank 2007; Wagner 2008). Consistent with this view, the fixation of big-benefit mutations has been reported in several phages (Bull et al. 2000; Rokyta et al. 2005, 2008) and lower mutational robustness has been associated with faster adaptation in VSV (Cuevas et al. 2009). Further, greater MFE imply that deleterious mutations are removed more efficiently from populations, favouring the spread of beneficial ones (Orr 2000). However, the relationship between mutational robustness and evolvability is controversial. By reducing MFE, robustness facilitates the accumulation of effectively neutral genetic variants that might become beneficial upon changes in the environment or the genetic background. Hence, over the long term, mutational robustness may foster evolvability (Wagner 2005, 2008; Bloom et al. 2006; Ciliberti et al. 2007; Elena & Sanjuán 2008). Theory predicts that this is a likely scenario if occasional failures in robustness mechanisms occur (Kim 2007). Further, lattice protein models and random mutagenesis experiments suggest that proteins with increased thermostability are more robust to mutation and more likely to evolve new catalytic capabilities (Bloom et al. 2006). Finally, experiments with bacteriophage Φ6 have shown that robust genotypes are more likely to evolve thermostolerance (McBride et al. 2008).

Another seemingly general property of RNA viruses (and probably also of ssDNA viruses) related to MFE is antagonistic epistasis, defined as the tendency of deleterious effects of mutations to diminish as mutations accumulate (Bonhoeffer et al. 2004; Burch & Chao 2008).
Theoretical and experimental work indicates that epistasis and selection coefficients are negatively correlated, such that low robustness is associated with antagonistic epistasis, whereas high robustness is associated with synergistic epistasis (Wilke & Adami 2001; Azevedo et al. 2006; Bershtein et al. 2006; Elena et al. 2006; Sanjuán & Nebot 2008). One explanation for this correlation is the multiple-hit effect, whereby successive mutations damaging the same functional unit have lower and lower deleterious effects (Wilke & Adami 2001; Elena et al. 2006; Sanjuán & Nebot 2008).

In conclusion, the low mutational tolerance of RNA and ssDNA viruses indicates the presence of strong functional constraints. Therefore, a large fraction of the mutations that might a priori be expected to be beneficial when focusing on a given function (for instance an immune-escape mutation) may compromise other viral functions (replication, protein structure, etc.) and thus have a strong fitness cost. These mutations will be selected against unless the fitness benefit is high enough to overcome the cost. As a consequence, the repertoire of adaptive mutations given an environmental challenge might be quite limited, potentially explaining the abundant parallel or convergent evolution observed in RNA and ssDNA viruses at the molecular level (Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999; Crill et al. 2000; Cuevas et al. 2002; Rico et al. 2006; Aguadelo-Romero et al. 2008). This suggests that, although RNA and ssDNA viruses often respond rapidly to strong selective pressures, their evolutionary plasticity and long-term evolvability might be less spectacular.
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